


Natural beauty from our home to yours. Big Valley, Pennsylvania. Cover: Natural Character Hickory, Natural Finish

doesn’t begin with a custom wood workshop in 
the foothills of the Appalachians. It doesn’t start 
with the skills of local Amish craftsmen creating 
unique, made-to-order flooring. Our story actually 
begins in the finest old-growth forests in America.  

Which is exactly as it should be for a premium 
hardwood flooring company.

The Peachey Story 

Because while other manufacturers tell of plastic resins, particle board 

laminates and photographic finishes, our story is about nature and the 

remarkable beauty of wood.  

It’s about forests where Ash, American Cherry, Hickory, Northern Hard 

Maple, Red Oak, White Oak and Northern Black Walnut grow strong.  

It’s about working with local sawmills to specify how trees are harvested 

and custom sawn to reveal the unique character that nature provided. 

And how each board is graded, dried and meticulously transformed to 

ensure a lifetime of beauty and enduring performance.



MOTHER NATURE.



MOTHER NATURE. PERFECTED.
Reclaimed Oak, Natural Finish

There was a time 

when hardwood floors were 

made of wood.  When they grew 

in forests and were harvested, 

milled and graded by hand.  Each 

board beautifully perfected by 

the time-tested skills of craftsmen 

to transform houses into 

unforgettable homes.
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THE PEACHEY DIFFERENCE

Shop around and you’ll find there are lots of options for 

hardwood floors. But look closer, and you’ll start to find what 

sets hardwood floors apart. Why floors that are “good enough” 

are anything but, and actual quality lies in the craftsmanship 

that defines long lasting performance and beauty. 

At Peachey, this difference begins by harvesting the best 

trees from America’s greatest hardwood forests. Sourcing 

90% of our lumber from local Amish mills and working with 

those mills to create custom cuts and produce boards that 

are 50% longer on average. Then slow-drying each hand-

selected board before they finish in our kilns to ensure a 

consistent moisture content for greater stability throughout 

the changing seasons.

Once dried, we precisely mill our flooring for an exact fit 

board after board to reduce installation times by as much  

as 20%. Then offer our customers the option to factory  

finish each order with unique colors and distressing for 

one-of-a-kind premium heirloom flooring or more affordable 

selections designed to stand up to the everyday wear of  

busy families and businesses. 

At Peachey, we understand this isn’t the way all hardwood 

floors are created, but here, this is no substitute for doing 

things right. That’s why we stand behind every board we craft 

with the Peachey Promise - our guarantee of quality, service, 

beauty and performance. 

We invite you to discover the Peachey difference.



Natural Character Hickory, Molasses Stain Hard Maple, Light Wire Brushed, Custom Dark Walnut Stain



White Oak, Skip Planed, Wire Brushed, Black Bleed, Rubio Pure FinishNatural Character Walnut, Natural Finish



Live Sawn White Oak, Hand Scraped, Wire Brushed, Dark Walnut Stain



Natural Character Hickory, Natural Finish



Live Sawn White Oak, Black Bleed, New England Walnut Stain White Oak, Skip Planed, Wire Brushed, Black Bleed, Rubio Pure Finish





209 Sawmill Road 
Reedsville, PA 17084

Showroom Hours
M-F: 6:30am - 4pm 
Most Saturdays: 7am - Noon  
(Call to Confirm)

717.667.9373

www.PeacheyHardwoodFlooring.com


